With friends or on your own, hunt for the birthday and DORK DIARIES words in the word search below. They can read up, down, across, diagonally, and backwards.

Nikki’s Summer Reading Word Search

SUMMER  BRANDON  SUMMER  BRANDON

BRIANNA  BOOKS  BRIANNA  BOOKS

SWIMMING  CHLOE  SWIMMING  CHLOE

DAISY  DORK  DAISY  DORK

NIKKI  SQUEE  NIKKI  SQUEE

CAMPING  ZOEY  CAMPING  ZOEY

C Q S Y E O Z B W D
A S W U D U R P B T
M L W O M A C D O E
P S R I N M Y G O O
I K Q D M S E A K L
N F O U I M J R S H
G N E A E V I M A C
S R D E I E X N F Y
A N N A I R B R G S
N I K K I E U N Q N

DorkDiaries.com  ALADDIN